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Abstract
This book chronicles my journey in understanding and coming to terms with my
father’s illness and death. In 2005 he was diagnosed with Chronic Lymphocytic
Leukemia (CLL), and in 2008 I traveled with him to the MD Anderson Cancer Center in
Houston, Texas. In 2010 he died suddenly after his cancer transformed into an aggressive
form of large cell lymphoma. The introductory personal essay ties together the trip to MD
Anderson with writings from poetry and psychology, chronicling my experience with
cancer care. The essay unveils an intimate relationship between art, the creation and
experience of beauty, the provision of health care, and the meaning of healing. Like art,
health care and healing are experienced in “the attempt,” the process of trying to attain
(health or beauty) without the ability to realize perfection. The poems weave together
visions from the MD Anderson trip, other encounters with cancer, and pieces of my
family’s life after his death with a wide variety of images, memories, characters, and
spirits. The poems begin with scenes and people from MD Anderson, then move to
poems about coming into sense, discovery of the internal wild, and preparation for a time
of sorrow. The later poems grapple with understanding the disease and my father’s
relationship with illness and conclude with in a continuation of “the attempt” even after
death.
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Introduction

2
The only true wisdom lives fa r from mankind, out in the great loneliness, and it can be
reached only through suffering. Privation and suffering alone can open the mind o f a
man to all that is hidden from others!
—Igjgaijuk, Eskimo Shaman1

The booth was u-shaped, with rich brown seat cushions and tall wooden backs. I
looked over towards the buffet as a young woman in bright coral jeans walked past
pushing her father in a wheel chair. They had dark olive-colored skin, and the older man
was well dressed. My father nodded a greeting to him as they went by. He had been
talking to me about the diversity of people that visit MD Anderson, explaining that I
would see during my stay how cancer is a great cultural and social equalizer. Everyone
was there for the same reason—a hog farmer from Mississippi, a banker from New York,
a sheik from Saudi Arabia, or us— we had all come because MD Anderson was one of the
best places in the world to receive cancer treatment.
“Some people have been coming here for decades,” he continued. “I’m just glad I
don’t have it as bad as some. Like the young boy last night. I can’t imagine. Sure better
it’s me here with the cancer. I couldn’t manage watching either of you boys suffer like
that.” He paused for a second, and nodding towards the buffet, where the young woman
pushing her father and their family gathered their breakfast. “You see that man?” I
nodded. “He has liver cancer—a nasty disease.”
After eating breakfast we exited the restaurant through the main entrance, out into
the busy walkways spanning hospitals. There were always people moving through this
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corridor, coming to work, heading to their cars to go home, walking from one hospital to
another, standing in line at the coffee stand, heading to the restaurant for a sit-down meal,
or returning from one of the hospitals to the hotel after a treatment. Turning right out of
the restaurant leads to a skyway joining the Rotary House International Hotel, with a
slight incline, to the MD Anderson Cancer Center. The entrance to the skyway has MD
Anderson Cancer Center in gold-colored letters over two glass doors.
The hotel is set up for ease. During our stay we never had to go outside to get
from the hotel to the Cancer Center, nor to travel from one clinic to another. The skyway
kept us above and away from the busy noise of the Houston street below, and air
conditioning kept us cool and dry. Outside it was 80 degrees Fahrenheit and humid, a
drastic change from the 30 degrees below zero back home in Alaska. I had basked in this
moistening warmth upon arriving in Houston, but during these first few days I mainly
stayed inside, helping my father from one appointment to another.
As we walked toward the hospital my father held onto my arm, shuffling just as
during the trip down while walking through the airports. He needed me for balance, and
would stop every once in a while to catch his breath. Inside the skyway, drawings and
paintings from a children’s art contest for patients hung on the walls. The pictures were
colorful and imaginative, reminiscent of an elementary school wall, but they depicted
MD Anderson, the child’s doctors and nurses, and other scenes from their treatment
experience. Every pause in my father’s step provided us the opportunity to consider a
new child’s drawing.
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Not only did he tire easily and need help with balance, but he was worn out in an
emotional sense as well. Whatever bug was attacking my father had taken its toll on his
mental and physical states. He had been having terrible night sweats, to the point of
soaking his pajamas through. He had a fever that nothing seemed to kick—despite taking
a prescription anti-fever medication, his fever would often rise to over 100 degrees
Fahrenheit. He had been isolated at home, too sick to go out for a couple of weeks. His
form o f leukemia, Chronic Lymphocytic Leukemia, is known for inhibiting the immune
system and increasing risk for infection. The doctors in Fairbanks couldn’t figure out
what was ailing him, but everyone was pretty sure it was some illness that had infested
his system and due to the leukemia he couldn’t fight off.
I had noticed an odd change in my father since arriving at the Rotary House. For a
couple of weeks he had been depressed, but when we arrived at the Rotary House, his
mood changed. He became at once more frail, more confident, and more relaxed. I had
never seen him as a cancer patient before—he had always downplayed his illness and
made sure that I, his youngest son, continued to see my life-giving and vibrant father as
controlling his chronic disease much like a conscientious diabetic making sure to take
insulin, eat healthy, and exercise. But this place seemed to give him permission to have
cancer in a way that he didn’t let the world outside of MD Anderson see. He was one of
many, an equal among equals, all facing illness and death.
The night before he informed me that “this” was no way to live, and that if “this”
was going to be how he had to live until he died then he didn’t want to live anymore.
Now, though, he walked and talked with more confidence. The doctors and nurses, world
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experts, the level of care, the degree of advancement and quality of technology and
services available, the international reputation, and even the high quality customer
service at the restaurant and bar all combined in his mind to imbue his stride, however
hobbled, with a patient confidence. It was as if no matter how bad he felt, his body knew
that it was in the right place to be fixed.
I sensed that his mind had slowed down some too, no longer racing with fears and
calculations. Similar to coming home after a stressful day and being able to time out
anxieties, he could let others, namely the hotel staff, take care of the details, and not only
was he confident in the care, but he was familiar with the place. While I had to help him
walk, he could show me around, teach me the ins-and-outs, mentor me through the
routines and processes of MD Anderson and the Rotary House. Upon entering the Rotary
House my father had returned to some old, familiar, and loved stomping grounds, and
while I was his cane, he could be my father again. By the end of my two weeks I too
would feel a similar attachment to the place. It was easy for the Rotary House to become
a surrogate home. The confidence, openness, acceptance, and equality in the face of
cancer were intoxicating.
The other face of MD Anderson, though, was always present—human
shuddering, absolute pain rising from the depths of our beings as our closest die. As I
moved through the spaces at the Rotary House and MD Anderson, I would see people
like the man with liver cancer, in an immediate life and death struggle, walk by or sit
down in a nearby chair and close their eyes for a brief rest. Along with the ever-present
care of the hospital and hotel workers doing everything they could to help from driving a

shuttle to juggling hundreds of IYs, I also saw the devastation left behind when loved
ones die. In this paradox between comfort and pain, confidence and hysteria, I began a
journey of making sense of my father’s illness and my participation in sickness, care,
dying, and living.

As I think back on those days at the Rotary House, moving through endless
corridors in and between hospital and hotel, I can’t help but imagine that that place exists
between life and death. In that time and place I was allowed to walk among humans in
the process of becoming angels. My memory of those two weeks is echoed in Rilke’s The
First Duiono Elegy:
It is truly strange to no longer inhabit the earth,
to no longer practice customs barely acquired,
not to give a meaning of human futurity
to roses, and other expressly promising things:
no longer to be what one was in endlessly anxious hands,
and to set aside even one’s own
proper name like a broken plaything.
Strange: not to go on wishing one’s wishes. Strange
to see all that was once in place, floating
so loosely in space. And it’s hard being dead,
and full of retrieval, before one gradually feels
a little eternity. Though the living
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all make the error of drawing too sharp a distinction.
Angels (they say) would often not know whether
they moved among living or dead. The eternal current
sweeps all the ages, within it, through both the spheres,
forever, and resounds above them in both.

Finally they have no more need of us, the early-departed,
weaned gently from earthly things, as one outgrows
the mother’s mild breast. But we, needing
such great secrets, for whom sadness is often
the source o f a blessed progress, could we exist without them?
Is it a meaningless story how once, in the grieving for Linos,
first music ventured to penetrate arid rigidity,
so that, in startled space, which an almost godlike youth
suddenly left forever, the emptiness first felt
the quivering that now enraptures us, and comforts, and helps.
Rilke surrounds us with an otherworldly existence, a foreign place from our day-to-day
looking forward, where we need no longer “give a meaning of human futurity,” no longer
act towards the future. In this other place we can set aside our need to name and wish, to
place boundaries on life, and instead see all floating loosely. His angels, which do not
know whether they are living or dead, are like the people at a cancer hospital, unsure of
their relationship to life and death. Rilke observes how these angels depart, no longer
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needing a life on the earth, whereas we, the living, the survivors of our dead, rely on the
mystery of their departure and the sadness of our losses for continued sensation. He
concludes this elegy with the rapture that we experience when someone, in Rilke’s case,
Linos, a godlike youth, leaves life suddenly and forever—this quivering comforts and
heals.
Robert Bly writes, “Gaining the ability to shudder means feeling how frail human
beings are... When one is shuddering, the shudder helps take away the feeling of
numbness.. .”3 If the modem world we inhabit encourages numbness as Bly suggests,
then a place like The Rotary House International Hotel at MD Anderson exists apart, a
world of shuddering that comforts and heals.
Who if I cried out, would hear me among the Angelic
Orders? And even if one were to suddenly
take me to its heart, I would vanish into its
stronger existence. For beauty is nothing but
the beginning of terror, that we are still able to bear,
and we revere it so, because it calmly disdains
to destroy us. Every Angel is terror.4
The Rotary House is a place of this beauty, where terror lies around threatening to
destroy us. The people I met were all, like me, filled with fear of death and anger toward
cancer, yet in this fear and anger we interacted, and in being together we were able to
somehow find comfort and thrive.
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The poems in this collection represent my awakening from oblivious denial to a
world of sensation and shuddering. I begin this journey with “The Rotary House,” a
desperate cry inspired by the visit to MD Anderson. In “The Rotary House” I observe
human suffering, a man with a rubber port in his head for repeated and long-term
injection of chemotherapy into the skull, a woman doubled over in a chair sobbing, a
cosmetics volunteer offering facials, and extend the act of dying to all objects around me.
Cancer is in everyone and everything in the Rotary House, causing things to become
unique personalities— the sports bar door, the trees— and people generalized ghosts— a
cosmetics volunteer, a sobbing wife. The poem collects death, sex, and art in one giant
cry of anger. Later in the collection I observe a similar anger when I write about Fritz
Zorn, a Swiss man who changed his surname from Angst (meaning fear or anxiety) to
Zorn (anger) after being diagnosed with cancer.5 But my anger has subsided at this point,
and the angry act of changing his name becomes an expression of the hopelessness we
experience in the face of cancer. At the end of “Fritz Dances with Ulrike,” the both the
typewriter and Fritz continue their never-ending Sisyphean struggle between the freedom
to fight cancer and the lack o f choice in the matter.
Rollo May says, “We actually create beauty out of the endeavor to come to terms
with the paradox on one hand of freedom and on the other destiny.”6 The Rotary House
may inspire confidence, may have the most comforting customer service of any hotel
anywhere, but by choosing to take my father for care at the world’s best cancer hospital, I
was forced to face my lack of choice, the unwavering fact of cancer, and all my cultural
fears of the disease. From this awakening the poems move through the people I saw and
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met at the Rotary House to burying my father’s ashes on the rocks over-looking Lake
Huron, from an arising anger to a steady contradiction of joy and sadness.

At MD Anderson all the logistics are taken care of for you. When we arrived and
checked in at the Rotary House International Hotel they handed us my father’s schedule
of appointments along with our room keys. As our time there extended, they just kept
feeding us new schedules. We never called to make an appointment here or there, with
this or that hospital, doctor, or care facility. We would discuss what next with the doctor
and nurses, then they would send us back to our room and the hotel would contact us with
any new schedule additions or revisions once the appointments were set.
The first appointment was for my dad to get blood drawn. His oncologist, Dr.
Keating, needed to review his current blood work prior to seeing him in order to
understand how his cancer was progressing. So after breakfast we went and got the blood
taken, then returned to the hotel to rest. Our appointment with Dr. Keating was at 1:15
PM.
The official schedule had us heading home three days after arriving. We would
check in with his treatment team, get assessed, have his treatment course adjusted, and
return home. O f course, we were there to identify a yet unidentified source of his fevers.
While the official schedule was based on a typical visit, we were not sure what would
happen after we saw Dr. Keating.
My father had sought out Dr. Keating because he is known to be one of the
world’s leading experts in Chronic Lymphocytic Leukemia (CLL). My dad was on an
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experimental drug trial for treating early stage CLL being administered by Dr. Keating.
The drug, lenalidomide or Revlimid, is closely related to thalidomide.7 Thalidomide was
prescribed to pregnant women in the 1950’s as a cure for morning sickness, but caused
birth defects in the children.8 Thalidomide babies are known for having short, often
flipper-like limbs. I remember my father talking to me and my wife, Jamie, about the
similarity between Revlimid and thalidomide, and making sure we, especially Jamie,
knew which bottle the medicine was in so that we would not touch a pill.
Revlimid is approved as an effective treatment for myeloma, and is under study as
a potential treatment for CLL.9 My father had told me that Revlimid for was patients with
early stage CLL who were not in immediate need of chemotherapy or other chemical
infusion therapy, and that it was supposed to work more slowly but with less of a shock
and toxicity. Reading up about Revlimid over the past year I have learned that there are a
couple of different ongoing trials. One is studying the drug as an effective form of
maintenance therapy, to keep patients’ CLL from progressing to later stages.10 This may
have been the trial my father was on, but I do not know. Other trials for Revlimid as a
CLL treatment though target patients with poor prognosis CLL.11
After my father died, his oncologist in Fairbanks, Dr. Cox, told us that we had
known all along his CLL was treatment resistant. I hadn’t known. I had been under the
impression that he had early stage CLL, and that he was on the drug trial not because his
CLL yet warranted treatment, but because he was himself a scientist. I am still sure that
my father’s involvement with the Revlimid trial was inspired by the combination of
scientific curiosity with the patient’s hope to try anything to keep the cancer from ever
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becoming a problem. Not only did the illness force him to be engaged in his care, but he
was also a scientist, driven to understand and seek out new options. While he was
engaged on multiple levels with addressing his illness, I had remained ignorant of his
disease, treatments, or prognosis. By accompanying him to MD Anderson I was thrust
into the middle of his care, forced to deepen my understanding of the disease and its
progression in my father’s blood.
As we waited to see Dr. Keating for the first time, my dad started talking with a
couple sitting next to us in the waiting room. I alternated my attention between
responding to emails on my phone, reading Richard Hugo— “the principal supporting
i

business now / is rage” , writing in my notebook, and watching people. I was wondering
who of the numerous people around me were dying. I was not yet ready to accept my
father and me as equals to those who were dying and felt like a flaneur more than the son
of a legitimate patient.
My father talked with the husband, the wife sitting with a stiff and straight back
next to him, remaining, much like me, quiet and to herself. She was around the same age
as my parents and had reddish, thin, and curly hair. She did not look sick, not in
comparison to my father’s fever ridden body and softball sized lymph nodes on his neck.
Her husband had short gray hair, was partially bald, and was round in contrast to her
thinness.
My father was always open to talking to people he didn’t know. He had no
reservations to striking up a conversation with anyone who happened to be around him.
While he was comfortable and facile in any variety of different social settings, coming
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from a poor farming family, he was adept at putting blue collar white Americans at ease.
Though a university administrator and professor, my father was always most at ease and
natural around Midwestern farmers and ranchers. This man had a similar air about him.
He was very open, without pretense. The two of them gravitated towards each other.
This was just the first of many waiting rooms I observed during the two weeks we
were in Houston, but in any one scene you could see the many distinct ways that people
and families dealt with being at MD Anderson. The various waiting rooms I sat in and
walked through were like particle colliders of human energy—some people were
reserved and clustered with their family, other people hid behind magazines; sometimes
children would be running around; there was always an abundance of silence and
thinking, but also these moments that my father cherished, where strangers, as equals,
would talk to each other about their cancer.
I was uneasy about the differential role of cancer in people’s lives. But this man,
like my father, was comfortable and open with his wife’s illness. She had CLL just like
my father, and like my father, and I am sure at least a few of the others sitting with us,
she was a patient of Dr. Keating’s. It was hard to say who was whose patient, and
whether or not they had CLL because the waiting room was not exclusively Dr.
Keating’s. That said, we were in the area of the Cancer Center for leukemia, lymphoma,
and other related forms of cancer, any number of people walking or sitting by us had to
be battling acute forms of these cancers.
Leukemia and lymphoma carry a much-deserved frightful reputation. Some forms
are capable of killing a person in a week or two. Dr. Cox once told me about a case of
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large cell lymphoma he observed where the patient’s number of lymphoma cells went
from a couple of hundred in isolated lymph nodes to thousands infecting multiple organs
overnight. Other forms, like my father’s CLL, are chronic diseases capable of being
managed.
At this point my father was stage 2 CLL, at least that is what he told me and the
man sitting next to us that morning. Stage 2 is characterized by high white blood cells
plus an enlarged spleen or liver. Stage 0 is just the high white blood cell count, and stage
1 combines high white blood cell count with enlarged lymph nodes. My father clearly
had the enlarged lymph nodes, but I didn’t know anything about his spleen or liver. Stage
3 is characterized by the addition of anemia or low red blood cell counts and stage 4 by
the addition of low platelet counts to the mix.131 remember my father talking a lot about
his red blood cells, and not always positively. As for the platelets, I recall him always
being reassured that his counts were good.
The man’s wife was stage 4. When I heard this, I thought, no matter how sick my
father was at the moment, no matter how much healthier she looked than my father, at
least his CLL was in an earlier phase with better prognosis. Stage 2 of four sounds OK,
right? I figured stage 2 was considered an early stage with good prognosis, but the reality
is that it is an intermediate stage. I didn’t know at the time that there even was a stage 0.
Further, if my father was battling low red blood cells and or low platelets his CLL was
further along than stage 2.
Her husband explained that they had tried everything. She had been on and off
and on again with the Revlimid drug trials. They had done all the monoclonal antibody
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and chemotherapies indicated for CLL. She had had a stem cell transplant. But, in his
own words, “This damn cancer keeps coming back.” It wouldn’t leave them alone.
This conversation was the first time I heard people talk about my dad’s illness as
a debilitating cancer. I learned that morning, from the perspective of other people, people
that know something about CLL, that my dad had cancer, not just some other chronic
disease, and that this disease was damned and deadly. I learned that his CLL was every
bit as much cancer with a capital “C” as other cancers, more in line with the social fears
we harbor about cancer than with the narrative that I had come to accept.
I listened to this man tell my father about how they had been living through
repeated attempts by the medical system to treat her CLL. I don’t know whether these
various treatments were successful or failed. They very well may have extended her life,
but was it in a fashion that they valued, or came to resent? What I did hear was a guttural
hatred for cancer that made sense to my cultural self, only this hatred being targeted at
CLL was new to me. CLL is after all somewhat common compared to other forms of
leukemia, accounting for 30% of all leukemia in the west,14 and it is also common for
people to live a long time with CLL, only needing occasional treatments to keep it from
progressing.15 But for those people whose CLL begins to progress, it is just as much of a
fight as other cancers. I heard rage in the way he intoned, “This damn cancer...”
I also heard a tone towards medical care that I was unable to identify at the time.
The man was thankful even in his anger. They were ready to continue to fight, to
continue seeking treatments and trusting the doctors. But his trust was in the fight, not in
the outcome. The man and his wife were there because they still believed in seeking
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medical care to treat her illness. He just didn’t seem to believe it would work. They
understood that her prognosis was poor, that Dr. Keating, the world’s leading expert, was
probably not going to be able to return her cancer to a more manageable earlier stage.
In the case of CLL, a cure is not the medical goal. CLL by definition is “chronic.”
The goal is to manage the disease. With acute cancers the goal is to rid the body of the
cancer before it kills and to live the rest of one’s life cancer free. For many people with
CLL, the cancer does not threaten their life (so long as they undergo treatments as
indicated). For some people care is little more than regular check-ups to make sure the
disease isn’t progressing.16 For many others an occasional or regular course of
chemotherapy and/or infusion of monoclonal antibodies keeps CLL at bay.17
For this man and woman, the hope of managing the cancer was disappearing.
Stem cell transplants are often last-ditch efforts for CLL, and only done in cases where
the cancer is very advanced and all other treatments have failed. They are also very
taxing and risky to undertake. That this woman had already done one suggested that they
had exhausted every treatment option in the book. Yet they were still putting their trust in
Dr. Keating to keep fighting the cancer. The resignation in the man’s voice when talking
about the many treatments together with the anger and sadness leveled towards CLL
suggested that he had no illusions but was keeping on.
Their rage and resistance was mirrored in the Richard Hugo I was reading. As in
“Degrees of Gray in Philipsburg” this man had rage and hatred, but instead o f hatred for a
dying town and abandoned industry, it was his wife’s body that was dying from the
inside. While in Hugo’s poem the narrator says no to that part of his self that is warning
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of going to sleep and not waking up, this couple was saying no by continuing treatment
even after everything had already failed to restore health to her blood. The situation in
both Hugo’s poem and this woman’s blood (and eventually Hugo’s own blood too as
leukemia took hold of him) was already past the point of hope and celebration, yet this
man, sitting in a wooden armed hospital waiting room chair, was still holding on to the
image of his wife in health. When young and healthy I am sure she was, as Hugo’s girl:
Say no to yourself. The old man, twenty
when the jail was built, still laughs
although his lips collapse. Someday soon,
he says, I’ll go to sleep and not wake up.
You tell him no. You’re talking to yourself.
The car that brought you here still runs.
The money you buy lunch with,
no matter where it’s mined, is silver
and the girl who serves your food
is slender and her red hair lights the wall.18

Our wait to see Dr. Keating dragged on. The anticipated appointment came and
went, but along with most everyone else there, we had nowhere else to be. Addressing the
cancer was a priority that we had traveled 5,000 miles to deal with, staying at a hotel
exclusively for cancer patients and families. Life at the Rotary House and MD Anderson
is set up around a 100% focus and commitment to cancer care. And so we waited, doing
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our part to embrace and accept whatever timeline was necessary. When we did get in, the
first person to talk to us was Alice, Dr. Keating’s Advanced Nurse Practitioner, but only
to say hello. Then a research nurse, working on the Revlimid trial took a series of vitals
and interviewed us as needed for the research. The research data was also all useful
medical data that Alice and Dr. Keating would refer to.
My father was a medical researcher. While he had spent much of his life as an
educator and psychologist, his most recent research was on obesity and diabetes in rural
Alaska. My father conducted community-based participatory research, where the
communities he worked with were co-researchers with the academics, helping set the
agenda, gather data, and interpret results.19 The concept of data being valuable to
advancing science and functional for the patient’s needs at the same time was not just
acceptable, but was a way of life for my father. So not only was he cooperative and
helpful for the research nurse, but he was also fascinated with the study’s objectives and
processes.
My dad’s oncologist in Fairbanks, Dr. Cox, commented to me that my father
knew more about CLL that he did. This comment was not just a kind exaggeration, not
just a compliment on my dad’s character. My father had an entire file cabinet drawer
filled with articles, research briefs, and reports on CLL, and every piece of paper in it was
well used. He was smart enough and knowledgeable enough to fully digest everything in
the file. Not only had he read everything he could about CLL, he had discussed the
disease at length with multiple doctors and medical professionals, including Dr. Cox in
Fairbanks, Dr. Keating, Dr. Keating’s various staff, and my brother (a doctor). Further,
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over the last few years of his life he had been consulting with a research team based out
of Harvard, teaching them about how to put together a multidisciplinary research center.
The lead researcher from this group was Dr. Nadler, next to Dr. Keating, probably the
other world’s leading expert on CLL.
In working on the poems in this collection, I’ve tried to replace talking to my
father with digging through his files and books. In a moment of strange and inexplicable
correspondence, I found an old article from 1986 in his office files, not part of his recent
CLL research that discusses CLL and the occurrence of it transforming into an acute and
deadly illness. This article was something he had pulled, read, and held onto for who
knows what reason, 20 years prior to his diagnosis. He dedicated much of his intellectual
passion and energy to understanding healing and health care from a cross-cultural
perspective, and during that quest he had read about CLL. I suspect he had forgotten
about this article, buried in files from his years as Dean of the College of Rural and
Human Development. In my journey to make sense of my father’s cancer I had stumbled
upon a surreal moment—my father’s article from 1986 on how to die in 2010 as I refer to
it in the poem “From an Article a Belly a Box.” My father’s knowledge of CLL spanned
back in time, decades prior to diagnosis.
Despite all the knowledge that he gathered about CLL, my father also knew the
limitations o f his quest for knowledge. My father came from a farm in rural Iowa and
long idealized a life close to the earth. As a teacher he would have his students read John
Berger’s Pig Earth for his Rural Psychology class, and in looking through his copy of the
book I came across a dog-eared page with the following quote:
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“Closely connected with the peasant’s recognition, as a survivor, of
scarcity is his recognition of man’s relative ignorance. He may admire
knowledge and the fruits of knowledge but he never supposes that the
advance of knowledge reduces the extent of the unknown. This nonantagonistic relation between unknown and knowing explains why some
of his knowledge is accommodated in what, from the outside, is defined as
superstition and magic.”20
My father collected knowledge, devoured everything he could about CLL, but he would
read this book every year. He was a researcher who sought to advance knowledge, and a
passionate advocate for education. Yet in the pages of this cherished book he marked
passages that suggest a more conflicted relationship with knowledge. When he would talk
to me about the book, he would express a personal identification with the peasant’s
reliance on sense o f place over abstract knowledge. He understood the researcher’s quest
as the same paradox from which Rollo May identifies beauty—the contradiction between
valuing knowing and the unknown.
After the research nurse, we waited a brief time, and then Alice joined us. She
was small and thin, maybe 5’3”, and Chinese-American. She moved with speed and
energy, and while gentle was also frank and to the point. One of the first things she said
was, “You look like shit,” in a moment of teasing and truth-telling, getting straight to the
point while displaying a sense of humor identical to my family’s. But she could only get
away with such a statement because of her obvious care, the way her face immediately
softened as she began her exam.
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She reviewed the notes from the first nurse, and then asked to feel his lymph
nodes. Her fingers were long and and graceful, but purposeful. I could see her mind
interpreting what she felt with her fingers, while also asking my father if the lymph nodes
hurt as she pressed on them. The lymph nodes under his arms were particularly hard and
painful. Those on his neck were softer, which is better, but at least on one side it had
grown to nearly the size of my fist. When she asked him how he felt, he turned to me to
help describe his fevers. She also reviewed with us his blood work and history, and told
us that Dr. Keating might take him off the Revlimid trial.
And then Dr. Keating joined us, balding on the top of his head, with big curly
hair, a speckled gray beard, and a pronounced Australian accent. Between the research
nurse, Alice, and Dr. Keating the exam was very, very thorough. Dr. Keating’s time with
us was the most conversational o f all. He used casual conversation to tease out nuances of
how my father was feeling, getting a sense for how well my dad was able to engage in the
joking, golf and wine talk, or intellectual exchange in comparison to prior visits. Dr.
Keating told us that they needed to run more tests to figure out what was going on and
told us they would set up an appointment with an internal medicine doctor at MD
Anderson who was an expert in identifying rare diseases. He confirmed what Alice said
about the Revlimid trial, explaining that the goal now needed to be treating whatever was
ailing him, but that they would wait for more information before making any further
treatment decisions.
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For dinners we mostly ate in the bar, the Oaks Lounge, which is across from the
hotel elevators on the second floor and attached to the restaurant. The entry to the Oaks
Lounge has two large, dark-stained ornamented wood doors, with frosted glass. The
lounge itself has an attractive bar on the right upon entry and maybe 5 or 6 tables in all.
There is one big screen TV on the wall opposite the bar, just on the left of another
double-door that feeds into the buffet section of the restaurant.
On our first night my dad struck up a conversation with people at the table next to
us, and invited them to join us. At this point I was still somewhat in shock at my father’s
weakness, the trip, the place, and the cancer around me, so present, immediate, and
prolific. While I’ve always been the quiet type when it comes to interacting with people I
don’t know, my mental state that evening was extra private and contemplative. My
preference when traveling, or dining alone, is to sit by myself and not interact with
anyone. I prefer to read, watch TV, or watch people, but I do not strike up conversations
with strangers. I would have liked best at that time to just be there alone with my father.
What I didn’t yet know was that the openness to talk about cancer with strangers
is normal in the Rotary House, not just an extension of my father’s personality. At the
Rotary House it is common for strangers to share with each other what I would have
thought of as the most personal and guarded of experiences, the experience of illness and
mortality. While there I had people share with me and my dad their deepest sadness and
devastation in the face of death and their exhilarating joy when lucky enough to beat a
terminal disease. The sheer force and openness of these emotions was so far removed
from my personality around strangers that I did not appreciate my father inviting this
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other father and son to our table. Today, though, I can say with certainty that my life and
my experience of health care and cancer are richer for this one conversation.
It wasn’t clear to me at first that they were father and son. The boy was the cancer
patient, but I couldn’t tell how old he was. I write about him as a boy now, but at the time
I thought he could have been a brother, or even a father, to his father. The cancer had
depleted him so much that he looked like an old man. I have no idea how old he was, but
when he ordered his food he looked to his father for approval, and displayed a lack of
confidence and attitude towards food that reminded me of a child, maybe only 13 or 14.
He didn’t talk much, but when he did his remarks were childish, inserting awkward
comments and grinning.
He ordered a Reuben. He didn’t know what one was and asked his father about
the sandwich. He also wasn’t sure how his stomach would handle food, but felt like he
could eat well that evening and wanted to try new and rich flavors. He ate his sandwich
slowly. He was emaciated, thin, bald, had a very drawn face, with deep-set eyes and
wrinkles. He looked like an old man, stooped and with unsteady hands. He had a bluegray bandana on his head.
Our fathers exchanged stories and descriptions about where they were from. One
thing we had in common was coming from rural and more isolated places. Though
Fairbanks, Alaska is clearly not rural and has decent health care for a mid-sized city of
100,000, my father’s ranch in South Dakota is isolated. The father and son came from the
Sunshine Coast in British Columbia, just north of Vancouver. Our fathers bonded on their
love of rural. My father talked about how he was looking for a place to retire, but that
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South Dakota was too isolated from good health care, considering his cancer. The man
talked about how beautiful the Sunshine Coast is. He thought my dad would love the
beauty and the communities there, but that it too was isolated. Though close to
Vancouver, the only way to get to there is by ferry, which is not conducive to life with
cancer and medical concerns.
The father’s wide grin, pockmarked face, and sharp features form the springboard
for my poem “Liver Cancer.” Smile fo r me perpetual with your acne scars. The visual
relationship between smiling and scars is at the heart of my experience with MD
Anderson and cancer. In this place, I found joy in the days with my father, and I saw
others smiling even as their most precious sons deteriorated towards death. There is
something human in the ability to laugh with death. To laugh at death would seem false
and pretentious in a place like MD Anderson, but to laugh with it a necessary tool of
remaining alive. Not in spite of, but because of our sublime fears—of wilderness
invading civilization, of cancer invading life—the smile illuminates. While I continue to
search in my memory of this father’s face for a way to speak about cancer, for the ability
to name, in “Liver Cancer” I find recurrence, echoing, and the shared experience of
slipping away.
The next day we ran into the man again and my father asked him ahout his son.
That was the first time I realized that the sick man was actually a boy. The boy was
dying. He had been fighting his cancer for some time, but their current stay at MD
Anderson and the Rotary House was turning out to likely be the last days of the boy’s
life. The father talked about how brave his son was, putting up with the difficult chemo
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treatments that did not seem to be working anymore. He talked about how his son had
been very, very sick for the last couple of weeks, and that last night was his first night out
of the room in over a week and the first time he was able to eat regular food in over a
week. And that he had taken another turn for the worse over night. The way things were
going the meal might have been his last solid food.
The boy’s concentration on his Rueben makes so much sense in this context. Who
knows how well his stomach handled it. We never saw the boy again. If it was his last
regular meal, he ate it with my dad and me, our fathers talking about retirement and how
cancer changes all plans, about their preference for small towns and isolated beauty,
about having a place to retreat to.
After that first dinner in the bar, my father was often too tired and ill to eat in the
restaurant. Instead I would go order food and bring it up for us. We would sit in the room
and watch the NBA playoffs. That year the New Orleans Hornets were making an
incredible run behind the stunning play of young point guard Chris Paul. It was also the
year of the Boston Celtic’s Big Three, Paul Pierce, Kevin Garnet, and Ray Allen, uniting
to win in a dominant fashion. My father and I, being life-long Celtics fans, were loving
their drive to the championships, but also enjoying the great games being played by other
teams. We loved watching Chris Paul have a breakout playoffs, and the Houston Rockets
put serious pressure on their opponents, even with their stars sidelined with injuries. For
the next two years my father would recall this time with fondness. He would reminisce
about how much he enjoyed being able to spend so much time with me enjoying every
game we could, together, regardless of how sick he was. He cherished the opportunity to
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watch so much basketball with his son, without anything or anyone else interfering or
participating. It was just father and son, day after day, watching basketball.

My father’s favorite poet was Gerard Manley Hopkins. He appreciated both the
agony and ecstasy cohabitating in Hopkins’ poems, and, as a former Jesuit himself, he
identified with Hopkins’ struggle to come to terms with God. In [I Wake and Feel the
Fell of Dark, Not Day] I find images and feelings that match mine from our trip to MD
Anderson as well as today, and I see, in the poem, images of my father in our hotel room,
sweat engulfing his pajamas, every night in a struggle with his body:
[I Wake and Feel the Fell of Dark, Not Day]
I wake and feel the fell of dark, not day.
What hours, O what black hours we have spent
This night! what sights you, heart, we have spent
And more must, in yet longer light’s delay.
With witness I speak this. But where I say
Horns I mean years, mean life. And my lament
Is cries countless, cries like dead letters sent
To dearest him that lives alas! away.

I am gall, I am heartburn. God’s most deep decree
Bitter would have me taste: my taste was me;
Bones built in me, flesh filled, blood brimmed the curse.
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Selfyeast of spirit a dull dough sours. I see
The lost are like this, and their scourge be
As I am mine, their sweating selves; but worse.21
Though Hopkins may not have envisioned my father’s illness wracked body sweating and
restless from a battle with an unknown infection, the imagery stands strong, side by
side—what black hours we spent together, my father and I, he unable to sleep in a
feverish battle. Yet my father was not a lost one. Like Hopkins, he retained his faith.
While Hopkins recognizes among those without spiritual mooring the same pain and
suffering he battles during those restless nights, he sees their predicament as worse than
his. For Hopkins, to be without belief in God, no matter how far away he remains, would
be the most intolerable kind o f suffering. With his God, a God whose absence he
struggles with in poem after poem, crying “Comforter, where, where is your
comforting?”22 in [No Worst, There is None. Pitched Past Pitch of Grief], Hopkins lives
yet more comforted than without any God to hold on to. Hopkins’ grief becomes his
comfort in [I Wake and Feel the Fell of Dark, Not Day]. My father’s battle at this time
was more physical than Hopkins’ spiritual suffering, but like Hopkins, he cried for relief
from his suffering. While he told me on our first night in the hotel that he was ready to
give up the struggle should the doctors not be able to help him, he never did give up.

When you exit the elevator on the second floor of the Rotary House, a hallway
runs to your right, with a wall to the left and in front of you. Kitty comer from the
elevator doors on the right is the Oaks Lounge. If you pass the bar and restaurant, keeping
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on straight, the hallway opens up on your left hand side to the open air of the atrium
lobby below and its large glass roof above. Three sides of the second floor’s main
hallway are open to the atrium, with railing all around. The fourth side is the wall for the
restaurant. Along the side o f the elevator and bar door are bathrooms, storage closets, and
offices. In the first comer after exiting the elevator and continuing straight is the travel
agency. Not only do the hospital and hotel collaborate to take care of your medical
schedule, but they also provide a travel agency and financial assistance with travel. After
turning left along the walk encircling the atrium, after passing the travel office, there is a
gift shop and snack store on your right.
After the gift shop the walkway empties out into the primary corridor connecting
the hotel, the network of clinics and hospital facilities making up the MD Anderson
Cancer Center, and a large employee parking lot. When you first come out into this
corridor a skyway on your right leads to the main buildings of MD Anderson Cancer
Center, crossing over a busy thoroughfare separating the hotel from the hospital. In the
other direction, to the left and on your left is again the rail overlooking the open atrium
and then restaurant’s main entry point. After the restaurant are elevators for the parking
garage and a corridor swinging to the right. In this corridor is a coffee and pastry stand
for a quick morning bite, frequented heavily by employees arriving at work. The corridor
leads to the faculty building, beyond which another skyway stretches in one direction to
MD Anderson’s main buildings and in the other direction to the Mays Clinic. This
corridor connecting the faculty center in the middle and the two major cancer hospitals on
either end is so long that golf cart shuttles run between the three stopping points.
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Everything is connected on the inside. On the outside busy streets flow between
the buildings, and quiet (other than the noise of car engines and ambulance sirens)
courtyards surround the hotel and faculty building. The courtyards are quiet in the sense
that very few people frequent them, while around and above them, in buildings and
skyways, is the incessant hustle of one of the world’s largest and premier cancer
treatment and research medical centers.
A number o f evenings, when my father was too ill to do anything but sleep, I
stayed in the bar until closing at 10:00 PM, and would have stayed longer if they didn’t
close so early. I guess they don’t want people staying up late at the bar. Such scenes
would not be conducive to the rest and quiet required of a hospital setting. Despite the
Rotary House being a hotel, it is part of a hospital network.
One evening a man in his early 40’s, very tan with dark brown hair and a black
sport coat, sat next to me at the bar. I was checking email on my new iPhone, while also
watching the Cleveland-Washington basketball game. The first thing he said to me was,
“How do you like it,” referring to the iPhone. We swapped some small talk about the
iPhone in comparison to other smart phones. He told me about his newest phone that his
wife had gotten him, and how he was disappointed in how difficult it was to use. The
iPhone, though, wouldn’t work for him since it couldn’t manipulate documents and
spreadsheets like a Blackberry, but he was considering getting one for everyday phone
and email use, while keeping his other phone for on-the-go document editing and sharing.
Then he asked me how long I had been coming to MD Anderson. I explained that
it was my first time and, having by this point in the trip caught on to the local hospital
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culture of openness, told him about my father’s CLL and that I was his help not a patient.
The man in exchange told me that he was waiting at the bar for his wife, who should have
just landed at the airport. He had been coming here for over five years.
One thing that sticks out in my memories of this man was his techno-urban chic,
young professional persona. He was striking and attractive, socially adept and
extroverted. He seemed to have money and liked to spend it on the newest technology
and status symbols. Then again, what struck me most was that along with this persona
was a man in complete remission from brain cancer, one year removed from his last
surgery, coherent and healthy. He was so positive about life and MD Anderson. His
confidence fed mine. No matter how much I downplayed the seriousness of my father’s
illness and was ready to accept the doctor’s ability to help my father, I needed someone
like him to come along with joy in his heart. What struck me most about him was, hidden
at first but soon revealed, a child-like enjoyment of life stemming from his winning bout
with cancer.
When his wife arrived she had a similar vitality. They were in love, good looking,
wealthy young professionals, boisterous without being obnoxious, and were set to come
to MD Anderson once or twice a year for the indefinite future. He explained to me that he
used to have a high stress corporate job, but that due to brain cancer and surgery, he was
disabled and would never work professionally again. His mind no longer had the speed
and memory it needed, but also he and his wife were just not willing to risk the stress of
employment causing a recurrence of the cancer. Instead, he took care of the house,
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tinkered around with hobbies, sports, and other casual life enjoyments, while his wife
held on to a professional position. They were happier now than ever before.
This may sound too good, but it was not only what they told me, but also
recognizable in their demeanor. He and his wife were like school children in love and
without any fear of public displays of affection. They enjoyed going out, eating well.
They seemed to take every moment as a moment to enjoy. They talked to me with glints
in their eyes and smiles on their faces, curious and excited about the iPhone, debating
when it would be time to get one.
No matter how their battle with cancer had changed their life in positive ways,
though, it was also clear that they would have preferred never to have set foot in MD
Anderson. Brain cancer was a dark cloud that lived not just in their past, but was
something they would always carry with them, something motivating them, choosing
their life for them, and something they would always have to pay attention to. Out of their
paradox I discovered and created the poems “Fluorescence” and “A Man with a Dent in
his Head,” where despite Bloody Mary’s, sex, and celebration, cancer threatens to
transform. Despite their newfound joy in life, I needed their cancer more than they did. I
needed to see how he could sprout wings after defeating cancer to keep me confident in
my father’s prognosis, whereas she would have loved nothing more than to never have
needed to pay attention to the dancing act with needles.

Even though I only saw Dr. Keating and Alice maybe three times in the two
weeks we were there, they were the anchors in the care we received. While we walked
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everywhere imaginable, and while they seemed to disappear from the treatment when we
were in other parts of the complex, the entire visit was nonetheless structured around
them. And the release to return home was contingent upon their review.
Dr. Keating sent us to the internist to see if he could identify any possible
infection, virus, fungus, or parasite that might be causing the fevers and symptoms. We
had to get more blood work for this doctor, who ordered every test he could think up,
which we did the next morning, followed by an appointment with the new doctor. At this
point our original schedule to fly home on the afternoon of the third day had to be
cancelled, and our actual departure date was now up in the air. We would see Dr. Keating
again in a day or so to review results from the consultation with the internist and figure
out the next treatment steps.
When we saw the internist, he informed us that while he still did not have all the
lab results back, in his opinion the symptoms best matched “tumor fever,” meaning that
the fevers were caused by the cancer not by some secondary disease that he had picked
up and was unable to fight due to reduced immune system functioning. All results for a
fungus had come back negative, and the symptoms didn’t match any bacteria or virus he
could think of. With that he sent us back to Dr. Keating’s hands, letting us know that they
would send the final blood results to Dr. Keating.
When we saw Dr. Keating the following day they didn’t have all the test results
back yet, but what was available still showed no other disease. Dr. Keating took my dad
off the Revlimid trial and sent him to get Rituxan infusion therapy, a monoclonal
antibody. Monoclonal antibodies are proteins engineered to recognize and attached to
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specific problem molecules and kill the cells.23 As Dr. Keating explained, they provide
more precise attack on the CLL cells, than the broad sweep of chemotherapy. Rituxan
would attach to and kill primarily the bad lymphocytes, leaving the good ones intact.24
My father had never before done an infusion therapy. They had been hoping to
treat him with Revlimid alone, which is supposed to show effects in about 6 months. My
father had been on it longer than that and was not showing the same degree of
improvement that some people do. It seemed like it might have been helping him a little,
but was not working fast enough anymore to reduce the size of his now very large lymph
nodes, which they were considering to be the cause of his fevers. Dr. Keating explained
that with the Rituxan infusion my dad would also get steroids, as recent findings had
shown that steroids increased treatment effectiveness by inhibiting the ability of the
cancer cells to fight back.
To combat the fevers they wanted to “kick the cancer in the butt.” So they stepped
up the treatment game with a monoclonal antibody therapy. They preferred to have him
do the first round at MD Anderson so that Dr. Keating could evaluate its effectiveness
prior to sending us home. My father was to have three consecutive days of Rituxan
infusions, then we would have to wait a few days prior to getting new blood work to
discuss with Dr. Keating. If it were an effective treatment, then my dad would go in once
a month for six months to the Fairbanks Cancer Center to receive the same treatment. Dr.
Keating told us that this plan should put the cancer in complete remission.
When Dr. Keating prescribed the Rituxan he provided all the necessary
paperwork and asked us to take our time reading and understanding it, with all the
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potential side effects, and he described what we should expect. The treatment was an all
day affair. We would arrive at the appointment in the morning, and the infusion would be
scheduled to take six to eight hours. If there were any signs of complication, such as
excessive nausea, they would slow down the infusion. He also told us that since he was
pairing the Rituxan with a steroid, we could expect my father to feel better right away.
The steroids might cause him to feel restless and jittery, but they would also give him
energy. He said that we should feel free to take advantage of this side effect to go out and
have a glass of wine, but not to overdo it because my dad would feel it the next day.
We did take advantage of how well he was feeling, going out for mussels, frites,
and beer at a Belgian restaurant one evening. In all we went out three times in the two
weeks, once for Pizza and to watch basketball on a night he was feeling well, another for
a fancy Italian-fusion restaurant after which he was done for, and once to the Belgian
place. We had great time at the Belgian restaurant, laughing, joking, and enjoying each
other’s company. His steroids were at the peak of their power and he had more vigor and
energy than at any other point in the trip. We drank tasty Belgian beers, and he had one
too many for someone in his health at the time. We sampled Kwak, Duvel, Westmalle
Doppel and Tripel, and Chimay Blue. I had three beers, he had two. We ate the traditional
mussels and frites (french-ffies) to start and each ordered a rich entre as well. The
combination of food and beer was hard on both our stomachs. He didn’t sleep well that
night due to a combination of steroids, over-exhaustion, and indigestion, but he was in
high spirits and we celebrated. We celebrated his feeling better, the optimism of a new
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and faster-acting treatment. And we celebrated just being together and sharing our mutual
enjoyment of good food and beer.
Despite my dad being very, very sick most of the time, we shared many fond
moments together anyway. Both the Belgian and Italian restaurants were ones that he and
my mother had found on previous trips when he was feeling much better, and he made a
point of taking me to them. He wanted to care for me as much as he could, and
identifying restaurants he knew I would love was about all he could do at that time.
Otherwise he relied on me to get transportation, help him walk, keep track of his
schedule, and make sure he got to and from his treatments. These restaurants were his
treat to me.
The Rituxan was administered in the Mays Clinic, which is quite a hike from the
hotel and the rest of MD Anderson. My father must have been there before because he
was familiar with the drill on how to get there, though disoriented and unable to find his
way alone. Getting there from the Rotary House requires finding your way through the
faculty building, which is all offices and labs, to the long walkway connecting the main
campus to the Mays Clinic, then waiting for a golf cart to drive you the rest of the way.
The walk way is at least a mile long in all. When we got to the Mays Clinic we again had
to find our way through unfamiliar territory as the clinic is quite large. But once we
identified the correct elevators we were able to find the outpatient treatment center, where
he would spend the better part of the next three days.
The people were friendly enough, but there was no familiarity like in Dr.
Keating’s office. The rooms were small, but outfitted with an adjustable lounge chair-like
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bed for the patient, a basic wood-armed chair for someone to be in the room with the
patient, and a TV with somewhat limited channels. My dad’s bed was turquoise, and the
one thing from TV that sticks out to me was a commercial for a hippodrome that seemed
to run over and over and over.
After we read and signed all the necessary forms, they started hooking him up. He
had 5 or 6 bags attached to a couple of IV lines. I can’t remember what each one was, but
not all were in use at all times. They had pre medication and post medications, and in all
it was fairly overwhelming. I was scared by the warnings and the many IVs, and most of
all I was scared by how the nurse here referred to it as chemotherapy. Dr. Keating and
Alice had made a point of saying it wasn’t actually the same as chemo, but was instead a
monoclonal antibody infusion. My dad and I had latched on to it not being “chemo,” but
according to the nurses administering the infusion it was all chemotherapy, all chemical
infusion, just that his chemicals weren’t as hard on the body as others.
Such a minor distinction, yet so important. The treatment was different than what
I had always thought of as chemotherapy—it doesn’t make a person nauseated or cause
hair loss, it doesn’t destroy your immune system—but there are so many different types
of chemo and other infusion therapies for different forms of cancer and different stages of
disease. To use a more technical and correct term and refer to Rituxan as a monoclonal
antibody helped me keep my father’s illness compartmentalized in the category of minor
and chronic cancer in keeping with the story I had preferred since he was first diagnosed.
My logic was that this was a faster acting treatment than he had been receiving before,
but that it was still a mild treatment for his mild disease, and that he could, without
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significant disruption in how he felt, continue to get these treatments as needed and live
for a long time. To call it chemo grouped his situation with all the horror stories and
movies about cancer. If he were getting chemo, then his CLL was on par with other
cancers, diseases that kill people, and for which we have no cure, diseases we try to fight
with chemo, bone marrow transplants, surgeries, and experimental drugs, but battles that
we lose time and again. Reading the warnings that accompany Rituxan and hearing the
nurse talk about chemotherapy, brought me to tears for the only time during that trip.
The first day of his treatments, I hung around the Mays Clinic, working from the
outdoor balcony at the Waterfall Cafe. I did head back to the hotel at one point, but I
don’t remember why. I checked in with him a number of times, and would stay with him
for extended periods and watch TV or work from his room as long as he was awake,
leaving whenever he indicated that he wanted to sleep, but always staying nearby. The
infusion went well, and we left there around 9 PM, not having started the infusion until
sometime in the afternoon.
The next two days I would drop him off and pick him up, but did not stay around
for the treatments. On the second day the infusion didn’t go as well and it took 12 hours.
He did not leave until after the clinic was closed around 11 PM. The third treatment also
went slower, but though exhausting and long, the infusions seemed to work, to “kick the
cancer in the butt” as Dr. Keating had said, improving his blood work by reducing CLL
cells and increasing red and white blood cells, normal lymphocytes, and platelets.
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Though I spent many of these days working on my computer, during the two days
of my father’s second and third Rituxan infusions I went to Houston’s museum district.
On the first day I visited the Menil Collection, including the Cy Twombly gallery and an
isolated light installation, went to a Cuban restaurant for lunch, then visited the Rothko
and Byzantine Fresco chapels. On the second day I visited the Jung House, the
Contemporary Art Museum, and the gift store at the Houston Art Museum. On both days
I walked to and from MD Anderson and the museum district.
These were for me the two most restorative days of my trip. Our stay at MD
Anderson seems to have pivoted on these days—my father received his treatment while
hooked up to IVs in the Mays Clinic, and I found the care I most needed through art. Per
Schiller, “by beauty the sensuous man is brought back to matter and restored to the world
of sense.”25 While my father needed to battle cancer, I needed to be “restored to the world
of sense,” having become completely absorbed with my work, 4000 miles away—
“Enslaved as we are to our money-minded culture, we suppress our hunger for beauty
and lose the chance to experience unity.”26
I remember my father snarling at me on our very first day in Houston to put my
phone and computer away, to stop working and be with him. Though I needed to spend
time working, I had allowed work, had been using work, to keep me distracted from my
father, his illness, from our time together, from the care we were receiving, from facing
the illness and engaging the journey. I had been using work to keep from having to
recognize what my family was dealing with in my father’s illness. I believe now I was
suffering from lack of emotion and sensuality. Work was as much a symptom as a cause.
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I chose on the night my father told me he had leukemia to minimize the disease. I
went to Houston because my father was sick and weak and needed assistance, but kept
intellectualizing the disease away. The doctors would diagnose the problem and fix it.
My father’s cancer was not serious in the way the dying young boy’s was, or the sheik
with liver cancer, or the young professional who had beaten brain cancer. Those were
death battles, some won and some lost. But my father’s cancer was more like a persistent
cold. So I worked, imagining that I was only needed to carry bags, help him get from one
place to another, keep track of schedules, but not to partake in the experience of sickness
and health, not to need any care of my own.
Further, I chose to think of my father’s cancer treatment as mechanical, trusting
that the doctors would fix my father. Yet I have always known that the medical battle
against cancer is unsure, with many cancers, in particular leukemia, having the upper
hand. It was not a cure he was receiving. The treatments the doctors prescribed were
strategic moves without any clear lines of sight, and the care was larger than any series of
treatments. His treatments were just one aspect of the care we received at MD Anderson.
Jim Lord, talking about Alberto Giacometti, writes, “This fundamental
contradiction, arising from the hopeless discrepancy between conception and realization,
is at the root of all artistic creation.”27 Cancer care too arises between understanding what
the goal is (remission) and realizing it. Everything between these two points is part of the
care. In the process we live beauty and healing—pin-pointing either is contrary to the
experience.
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In Cormac McCarthy’s novel The Road, a boy and his father walk endless and
hopeless miles through a post-apocalyptic hell. At the end there is no hope that the world
will heal and change, but through it all, life persists. Life persists in the relationship
between the boy and his father, a relationship that continues after the father dies: “He
tried to talk to God but the best thing was to talk to his father and he did talk to him and
he didn’t forget. The woman said that was all right. She said the breath of God was his
breath yet though it pass from man to man through all of time.”28 The passing of God’s
breath, from man to man, is to me the process of healing—the relationship of father and
son in McCarthy’s story is the care that persists whether or not health is realized. Healing
need not produce health, art need not perfectly replicate the conception. When we attend
to the struggle and care for the process, we are restored.
So while my father received his treatments I contemplated beauty. I sat for an
hour, studying and meditating, in front of one of the walls in the Rothko Chapel, allowing
myself to be absorbed by its dark purples, nearly imperceptible shifts. I lost my bearings
in that wall, being wholly absorbed in seeing within a dark room within the field of even
darker colors. In the Rothko Chapel external, physical sight as we know it is not replaced
by internal, spiritual seeing, but is forced by the physical interaction between viewer and
painting to become internal sight. I took my time to see not only the beauty of the
painting, not only to experience with all my senses the Chapel—circling the interior
circumference; seeing its lighting, shape, colors; feeling the space, the concrete floor and
meditation cushions; hearing the quiet movement of the handful of other visitors;
smelling the dry air-conditioned air, tempered by the odor of stone; moving in and out of
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the entry way, the space between the outside’s life that we live and the inside’s sublime
co-occurrence of healing-illness and beauty-terror —but also to pray. I prayed for my
father, asking God, the spirits, my father, Mark Rothko, whoever would listen, to guide
the doctors, to help the treatment work, to provide some healing. In that space I cried for
healing, like G. M. Hopkins crying for God's love, “Mine, O thou lord of life, send my
roots rain.”29
On the second day I stared into the eyes of inner city high school students as
photographed by Dawoud Bey. The exhibit was titled “Class Pictures.” For each student,
Bey combined their portrait with their individual statement. In these students’ eyes and
words I saw intensity, softness, intelligence, daydreaming, hope, and despair. They were
real people going through the end of childhood, preparing to launch out on their own.
Each portrait required me to be open and receptive, attuned to my senses.
I started out my time in Houston with my face buried in my phone. My father kept
prompting and prodding me towards interaction, and as one experience piled on another,
I came more and more face to face with The Rotary House, MD Anderson, cancer
patients and survivors, guest services and shuttle drivers, doctors and nurses, medical
devices and medicines. I had many personal and intimate moments with my father—from
holding his hand as the Rituxan treatment began to watching NBA playoffs in our room
to eating mussels and drinking beer. I came face to face with my father’s illness for the
first time, and while the demands of life kept me chugging along with all sorts of
misconceptions and continued misinterpretations surrounding the illness experience, my
father and I got to spend time together, talk with one another, on our road. And the longer
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we were there, the less interrupted the experience was, the more our exchange of words,
our experience of the health care system, and our restoration to sense and health
created—created healing, beauty, life, and even death. For even in my father’s death two
years later, I have all these memories, all the words I spoke in the past, present, and
future, all the care we ever received, all the beauty we created together.
I walked back to MD Anderson on the second day through Herman Park, with a
feeling of being wholly in the place. It was 80 degrees and humid. Walking along the
canal pond, I was reminded of being in Paris and was energized by the contact with
humanity. I lounged in the sun, happy to be sweating. I sat down in the grass, called my
wife, and told her I wanted to move to Houston. In reflection it wasn’t Houston I had
fallen in love with, it was the intensity of art and life colliding with the uncertainty of
health care, the constant attempt to realize a state of health beyond of or in spite of
cancer.

After the Rituxan treatments we had one more appointment with Dr. Keating. At
this appointment they had received all the final blood test results that the internist ran. It
turned out that my dad’s fevers and sweats were caused by a parasite. Despite the three
successful days of Rituxan, the improvement in his cancer, marked by reduced lymph
node size and improved red and white blood cell and lymphocyte counts, the fevers and
sweats had not gone away. The parasite diagnosis was a major relief.
At some point my dad’s body had been invaded by toxoplasmosis. Toxoplasma
gondii is a common parasite found in animals, uncooked food, and cat feces. The CDC
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estimates that over 20% of the U.S. population is infected by toxo, but most people don’t
show any symptoms because the immune system keeps the illness at bay. Pregnant
women, in particular, are advised to avoid cat litter due to a heightened risk for
contracting toxo, and the damage that the disease can cause to the fetus.30
The greatest risk for CLL patients is their depressed immune system.31 CLL is a
blood cancer and can wipe out a person’s white blood cells, a major player in our
immune systems. The most frequent cause of death for CLL patients is severe systemic
infections such as pneumonia or septicemia. People with CLL often are far more prone to
infections, and when they have a major, life-threatening infection, their immune system is
simply too depressed to fight it off.
My father had long been fighting the cancer’s toll on his immune system. There
were plenty o f times that his blood work showed a depressed immune system, including
the initial blood work upon arrival at MD Anderson. Without knowing where or how he
contracted toxo, it was easy to say why—he did not have the immune system to fight it
off. Luckily though, toxo is a very treatable parasitic infection. They put my father on a
dose o f an antimalaria medication, which he took for a couple of months and was cleared
thereafter of the parasite.

The symptoms for toxo are similar to those for advancing CLL, including
enlarged lymph nodes and fevers.32 So while the Rituxan treatments had reduced his
lymph nodes some, they had a more noticeable effect on the CLL cells in his blood. His
lymph nodes did not return to normal until the toxo treatments started to take effect.
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Two years later my father returned from a summer vacation looking like a shell.
He had started to have fevers and exhaustion during his vacation, but chose to stay at his
cabin instead of seeking treatment. By the time he got back to Fairbanks he had a
mountain to climb to get back to better health. At the time my attitude was one of chiding
confidence. I knew that treatments had worked in the past, and figured that this was more
of an issue for quality of life than life and death. I figured that he could have gotten
treatments sooner and not have dealt with the struggle and the fevers as much, but the
treatments would still work, even if more slowly, just like they always had.
But that was not so much the case. The treatments helped, but they did not bring
his CLL into remission. Rituxan only slowed it down and gave him the energy to return
to work, but my parents and the doctors were talking about new treatments to try. They
tried chemotherapy with fludarabine, but this didn’t help at all. My father was resistant to
chemotherapy, I knew that wasn’t good, but figured on two things: first, that there were
other treatments options that would work, and second, that Rituxan was always still
available to at least keep the CLL somewhat at bay.
I didn’t understand what was happening, but was assured by my father that it was
simply a case of looking for a treatment that would provide a complete remission. My
father explained to me that the Rituxan helped, but was not completely knocking out the
CLL. I understood this in the sense of wanting him to find a treatment that would bring
about a complete remission. I didn’t understand it in the sense that, as his child, I cared
less about a complete remission than I did about him simply living a long time and being
a grandfather to my children. I kept thinking I was fine with the CLL not going away and
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wondered at the fervor to try new treatments instead of just continuing with regular
Rituxan treatments as long as possible.
The discussions turned to two remaining options, a new experimental monoclonal
antibody, Azerra, and a bone marrow transplant, which was not a discussion of choosing,
but a choice made to try both. They tested his two brothers, to see if either was a match
for the bone marrow transplant, and it turned out that his youngest brother was. My
parents visited both MD Anderson and Seattle’s Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research
Center to pick between the two for the transplant. They never decided where to go, or
even whether to follow through. Again, my father reassured me that a bone marrow
transplant, also known as a stem cell transplant, for CLL was not the same as for more
“serious” diseases. He explained that while such transplants are known to be very risky,
and with low success rates, that for a CLL transplant they don’t have to wipe out the
immune system 100%, but only need to suppress it. He described it as more like a partial
version of the type an acute patient would receive.
That said, I noticed two concerning pieces of information. First, I read up a little
and discovered that bone marrow transplants cause a significant decline in mental
functioning and physical health that can take years to recover from.33 The statistic that
most CLL patients who survive bone marrow transplants are as healthy after 10 years as
people who never had a transplant can sound good. But in my father’s case, being 69
already, this number was not so reassuring to me—that would mean waiting until he was
79 before he fully recovered from the transplant. A major chunk of the rest of his life
would be impaired by the treatment if he both survived the treatment (never certain) and
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it worked (also not guaranteed in any way). Second, my mom, far more aware than I of
all the risks during and post transplant, was very clear that she was unsure about how
smart it was to go through with the treatment.
Then he had what appeared to be a relapse of toxo. They immediately put him on
the toxo drugs, without confirming the blood test, just in case. The medicine worked, but
toxoplasmosis has similar symptoms to CLL at times. The internist at MD Anderson had
talked to us about tumor fever, explaining that, prior to seeing the blood test identifying
toxo, the symptoms matched fevers caused by cancerous tumors. Tumor fever for CLL
patients could occur due to grossly inflamed lymph nodes. Toxo causes inflamed lymph
nodes, particularly in the neck. My father’s neck lymph nodes were huge. It was
reassuring to place the whole blame on toxo. Though the toxo treatment helped, he was
not able to regain the ground he had lost on the cancer. The CLL treatments were not
working.
For about 3% of CLL patients the disease will progress in what’s called a Richter
Transformation.34 In these cases the CLL transforms into an aggressive form of
lymphoma, always leading to death within a few days to 15 months.35 Signs of a Richter
Transformation include swollen lymph nodes, fevers, and weight loss, all symptoms of
toxo and symptoms my father displayed when we visited MD Anderson in 2008 and in
the months leading up to his death.36
I remember the first phone call I received from my father about his leukemia.
When he told me, I felt like I had died. My stomach became leaden, my throat felt like it
was swelling shut, and I felt some of my own life vigor oozing out of my pores into
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nothingness. Then he explained, and explained, and explained so well, as he always did
for me, and life returned to normal in only a few minutes.
I remember not sleeping much that night, processing the information, trying to
come to a decision as to whether to trust my initial gut instinct or go with my father’s
explanations. The statistic on the Richter Transformation convinced me then to trust my
father. When browsing online that night I searched for risks and causes of death, as if I
didn’t care about anything related to the disease other than understanding whether it
would kill my father and how much time he would have left. What I found out was that
most people live with CLL and don’t die from anything related to it. And for those people
that do die, it is due to an infection, which I figured as long as he had treatment to keep
the CLL at bay as needed, and was nearby good health care, was a relatively low risk. I
also read about the possibility of the CLL transforming to a more aggressive form of
cancer, and the low incidence of this helped me conclude that statistics and medicine
were on our side.
“We always knew that he had a particularly difficult case of CLL,” said Dr. Cox,
my father’s Fairbanks oncologist, after his death. I see it so clear now. At first, not so
much, his CLL was early stage and only worthy of observation. But as it progressed, yes,
Dr. Cox was right.
We knew all along, even if we explained away the fears. My father’s blood work
at times put him in high-risk categories—high lymphocyte count and anemia—, at other
times in intermediate risk categories—high lymphocyte counts with enlarged lymph
nodes. Then came the Rituxan, which despite my perspective had never been a miracle
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treatment because my father never went into complete remission. CLL that does not enter
complete remission after Rituxan and/or chemo is termed “refractory” CLL, and has a
poorer prognosis. Then the fludarabine chemotherapy that my father was nonresponsive
to— instead of helping, it only caused a recurrence of toxo. Then the talks about Azerra
and bone marrow transplants. There was no need to discuss Azerra unless the other
treatments weren’t working, and a bone marrow transplant, being so dangerous and
damaging, was a last ditch option.
I didn’t know all along though. As C. G. Jung says, “Knowledge rests not upon
truth alone, but upon error also.”37 That which I knew was filled with the unknown. My
father’s storyline of the mildness of CLL fed into my desire and willingness to trust
medical care, to feel like everything was under control because the doctors were there,
taking care o f us. In my father’s case, while the doctors and system of care were all
excellent, and worthy of implicit trust, I learned in the end that the trust need not extend
to a conviction that everything was going to be OK.
They didn’t fix my father. Just two years after our MD Anderson trip his cancer
morphed into large cell lymphoma. My wife Jamie, our daughter Esme, and I had left at
the end of January for a winter get-away to Hawaii. When we can back my dad had
fevers, and my parents told us to stay away so we didn’t catch what he had. But two days
after we returned my father was admitted to the Fairbanks Hospital’s ICU, his kidneys
and liver had shut down.
He died, and I did not say goodbye to him when I could have, when I should have.
Instead I kissed his cheek, told him I loved him, how much Esme loved him, and about
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how she spent the entire Hawaiian vacation on the beach. I told him we would see him
when he woke back up and Esme could give him all the details. Then the doctors
intubated him and he never woke back up. What I wouldn’t give to go back and tell him
goodbye, tell him how much I was going to miss him, but that we would be strong, that
the family would be together and I would be there for him, listening to him from the other
side. Realizing that he was not coming back, that my trust had led me to the wrong
conclusion, that I should have listened when the nurse told me I might never get to talk to
him again, remains the most painful memory of all.
Today my trust is more nuanced. Upon reflection I learned that we have to trust in
order to accept and experience care, though this trust need not lead to blind optimism.
Listening to the success story of the man with brain cancer, or the ease with which other
people my father knew lived with their CLL, and accepting these stories enabled me and
my family to enter the process o f cancer treatment with open minds and hearts. Like art,
health care is better experienced as the attempt to reach health, than as an expectation for
health. In the attempt we find and create our own health, whether or not we are healed of
the cancer. I lost my father, and hurt every time I think these words, but I was there with
my father in Houston and at his bedside when he died. I will always talk to him, share
with him, and continue to experience his life and death, illness and care. The health I now
know is not living through cancer, but living in the face of death, remembering and
holding in the present all memories and moments with my father.
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It has taken me three years to come to this place. Three years since I set foot in
MD Anderson, distracted and disengaged. My father’s cancer began two years prior to
that, and many of the poems in this collection are older yet, but my journey with the
cancer began in the Rotary House watching volunteers offer makeovers to women, in the
Herman Park after being stunned to life by Dawoud Bey’s exhibit, in the chemotherapy
treatment room with tears inching down my cheeks, laughing over mussels and beer. Out
o f these moments I created and gathered the poems in this collection.
Many of the poems are centered in the Rotary House and MD Anderson, and
many spin out to encapsulate other memories and experiences of my father, of coming
into sense, of illness and care, o f the emotion of living and dying. The Rotary House is
the axis o f my own spinning wheel of memory, experience, and free association—it is the
center that can and cannot hold—it is the place I discovered after allowing the daemon to
speak—it is the hotel affixed to the MD Anderson Cancer Center in Houston, Texas.
“The serious problems of life, however, are never fully solved. If it should for
once appear that they are, this is the sign that something has been lost. The meaning and
design of a problem seem not to lie in its solution, but in our working at it incessantly.”38
This story and collection of poetry are in the process un-riddling all I have learned about
illness, healing, and care. They are my continued conversation with my father, like the
boy from The Road. This collection started before my father died, before I had any clue
why I had to write them, the individual poems, or what their meaning might ultimately
become. After the trip to MD Anderson I knew I had to write about cancer, to try to
capture my experience of my father’s living with cancer, but I also wanted to allow this

experience to funnel into memories and reflections, to branch out into the experience of
living. When he died, the branching slowed down and narrowed in focus, the collection
turned more towards the central theme of the attempt, the paradox of never being able to
match realization with conception.
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Rotary House
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Rotary House
Cristo cover me make me giant.
Here women twenty years older
are sexy. The trees in the atrium
are dying as are
a man with rubber plugs in his head
the insects on a sobbing wife’s blouse
the sports bar doors
a blonde cosmetics volunteer wearing tight stonewashed jeans trying to bring
smiles to our faces
even if she has to paint them
one sepia pen
one needle in breast
prostate lymph node
every fucking window
at a time.
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Rotary
He doesn’t do double doors
strawberry heads a leaden organ
or two these floors are neon jeans
walking through the sky he eats
an iron stone doesn’t kiss
or drape her back across linoleum
when she sleeps doesn’t dream
about denim. Once the doors open
these hands touch steel
these lungs gnaw oxygen
these stomachs distend
these eyes cannot carve the bed
from soap stone cannot distinguish
between hospital and arboretum
see sight after sight after she
turns the comer he notes
some had liver and onions
while others had savory moons.
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Elephant in the Coal Mines
He dreamed o f decomposing logs and
scrubbed off horse’s hoof. The boy
with missing teeth
had a head o f sandalwood
of eyebrows of basalt his croutons
spongy as the pre-soak cycle.
From an egg a scramble. From
an elephant a flea a large pink body—
the bald bone. He receives
her bandana her sandwich her pillow.
Boy had lots of lost stomach,
from stomach to stomach to wall.

Painted, She Wars
Two red birds of the south collide
in a sky of mountains and men
in long canoes and peonies
as if they were leaving to copulate
among disembodied objects.
With her granddaughter she is too young
to remember missing a leg and paints
her body orange wondering how the trenches
in Normandy compare to silver hair
and wrought iron bed posts. Her sobs
escape around the kitchen fountain
to coniferous hills or does sound scatter
and drop after passing through
the window screen? Do bodies
stir dust and fall into snow? She rises
one morning with gold feathers
on her neck her voice a scratched
turntable she wonders from when.

Fluorescence
She found him with glued back
black hair ranting about
rainbow phones and falling off
the rollercoaster of fire hydrants
off their dreams of faux-gray
sheep and apple fritters
o f cowboy boots and drowning
in Volkswagens of North Carolina
heroes weeping in Bollywood.
She kept to the dancing act
with needles his calligraphic
stones her lizard tongue
flicked at the blue ribbon
they won in the bear claw
division. She wore wine
while he sprouted wings.
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With a dent in his head
He calls his wife to my side
with a Bloody Mary shoves
his celery in her waist band
her midnight tan orders
a chorus line of kisses
for my whiskered cheek
her brunette lips his sculpted hair
like a peacock like coal
after transforming into sulfur
and multiplying.
His message plan can’t wait
on the summer sun as if
he never had an orgasm
in public never cut her blouse
buttons on my teeth never
proved his disability
beyond the shadow of
this company town.
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Photos of Jesus
Two years ago when the sun glanced off water
a northern pike named Jesus didn’t care
how dead he should have been arched
into the sun before the camera could take
a second picture. Spreading his fins he found
an antidote believed in a monastery
of camels and horses and pickup trucks
cinder block basements wedding day leisure suits
bow ties balding braids trips to an old chest x-ray
fishing with Buddhist prayer flags
waving from New York city apartments.
The arch o f his wife’s back recounts
the withered red white blue basket balls
offering scholarships the planting of bamboo
in the backseat of a convertible because.
The sommelier will not let her get away.
We go out the back door. We go out the. We go.
Weave woven whisk educate rot he’s gotten
bigger from the travels of our host
circumnavigating ribs skin water eyes elbows
knees ankles veins arteries tendons. The lamp
in the back of his room no longer hungers.
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With 5 Feet of Air
His skin ripples with Egyptian sandstone
a cinnamon vase un-dyed silk flowers
a piano half-buried in granite.
We press our breasts against each other’s
sage sweater-vests linen pants and sandals
touch through our shared resolve to typeset.
He leads my fingers within an inch of
his daughter’s coral waist feels my breath take
in her stride, through his surgical mask,
through the sound of birds rapping on glass.

Baseball
He wears a blue mask to decompress
the air shed argyle socks each
breathe-right nose strip to feed on
the rattlesnake he shot with his .22.
This place is a blast furnace is
of transplanted palm trees
hides plugs like bottle nipples
under an Astros cap has tracer veins
down pasty legs wears mountain ranges
on his wrists. In the brickyard
we listen to the inability
to listen to the fountain’s pump.
He plays space invaders from
a wicker throne waits for guest services
for the mucous membrane
to rent every movie in the bullpen.
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The Treatment Rotary
A cloud-bursting paperboy the Cancer
Center allies with the moon and
the good news is that
spectroscopy and gold nuggets
share the back o f People Magazine are
still completed in more than two-thirds of
patients are highlighted by remissive I. V. lines
draped over turquoise pleather.
My father as action figure sprawls
on the couch which is not chemotherapy
but an agent of nutrition a very
refractory membership expressed in
new bed spreads of more tumescent
white. These seats show wear
show string show foam show at
the hippodrome commercial break
that multiple susceptible bicep
that cytogenetic fish that favorable mark
that snooker scientist all dressed-up
in RNA deletion. The immune system
is a jumping frog is a sea urchin spine
is when donors match with optimism.
We are learning of appetite loss
in snow geese on the bullet train.
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Folk art
She returns with purple heads
fluorescent eyes a skyscraperscene surrounded by taxis
a catalog of durable art
ready-to-wear roller derby
of glass a heart of diamonds
a mind she returns with
the walls of an art gallery
a pink garter on her hip
a limp a lick a garden show
returns me to the scene
of escape its grass breasts
encased in a brick middling
its metal wings bouncing
class photo signals strung
light post to light post
on the other side of the freeway
its neon showcase infusing
my skin with many colors
with one more day
of Cuban cuisine and clay
with one more walkway
of air and playgrounds of
walking and walking and
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The Discovery of a Parasite
The bald boy went down
to the creamy elevator
plastic tubes
down four flights o f dead people
four city blocks
four botanical gardens
four Rite Aide drug stores
to the dimly-lit
snack bar
to the purple Gatorade
the chewy granola bar
and while everyone else died
we ate mussels
drank Belgium Tripels
watched a diorama
with a litter box and basketball
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Liver House
Smile for me perpetual
with your acne scars and waxed ears
with your sharp jaw bone and I
will tell you I am from an uninhabited wilderness
with tawny bears and baby bull elk
mbbing against mail boxes
Smile to make me hurt
along your sunshine coast
which my hermit-father would love
so remote says an echo and I see
you do not have the echo the echo does
You are an echo with a smile that pulls
your wide mouth tight and into which ocean
behind your herd of teeth I seek
Smile for me perpetual and haunt me
and I will tell you of my rock hut
illuminated by moon off lake off sun off you
off liver
Oh for 25 miles and a ferry
my bioluminescent surface
seduced by the elevator’s 50-year hourglass
I am without names
but your smile is not from Andalusia
my hermitage is in Wisconsin
with only an echo o f a ferry ride
Lend me yours and I will radiate
my liver in your mouth
and with a squid glowing on the cover of Time Magazine
we share all the same reasons
So many reasons
your echo your smile the liver’s daughter
and it all happened so fast and we were gone
in the wake we created

“When One Hair Turns Gold”
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Calving Holes
He must go fast go digging down
go on top of and through of
blow-holes. He must go beware of
razor clams beware of
walrus go rotting in tidal pools
dig fast as the sand as the recreant
tortoise maps. He must follow
the flag poles to the clams that
go fast as the walrus fat. Boys and
spades. Spades go faster than
shovels as greener than green
backs. He must go be aware to
not permit dinner to decompose
to not go to the calving holes
but reach down to muscle mouths.
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A Contemporary Fairy Tale
Like wooden wheels dragging stallions
no one can sleep.
I once caught a bullsnake weeping
on the engine block
of pop’s blue truck.
Damn dumb truck. I like it better
this way open like a cotton bud
embroidered on a green couch.
We never dove for abalone.
Do you think
you could make it to the bottom? Maybe
the wind will ruddy you again.
Like a 3-month baby in a bottled restaurant
there is pie for breakfast tomorrow.
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Outbound on Water
Whitecaps push on the horizon
on a grassy meadow a few brown cows
a loon.
Juniper trees lap the rock shelves.
My brother went to the grassy slope nearly died on his way back.
I sit on plastic mink sniffing at my heels.
Remember the bass we caught?
The picture on our parents’ window sill?
Remember the tree house? We threw rocks
hatch door swing window call out:
An off-shore current pulls out to the depths.
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The Burnt Man and Me
Dirty askew Cap in the shade
I used to be him Under a bridge
Sun-burnt shining Block of red-gold
American Icon Tractor spinning by
Pulling a Mower Rake and Bailer
Hay one month a year Hey! I say
Blister bubble back Pop Tart breakfast
Motor home overnight Goddamn charred-up
He’s a God in his own right Burnt-down rascal
Refrigerator heart beam Out of the soul
Me and Him both Drink ice cold beer
Me under soft skin Sitting sound-proof
Him up at dawn Scraping his palms
Hey! I say I used to be him
He’s under stuck on a bridge I drive through the night
He’s all day long Stepping on dirt
“How come you know him Little city-slicker?”
I saw him yesterday Red-plated gold
Feeding on the eddy Cap askew head
He’s got a spinning rod I wished I’d had one
He was my uncle My grand-dad and aunt
My Tupperware supper Great-grandmother too
My jadeite dream I saw him at a fish fry
Two hours away It was too damn hot
Hand worn face-wrinkle He’s older than me
I used to be him Before I had canteens
You called me through the night Lured to the city
We went for a soft drink He showers with his beer
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He showers then to bed I drive through the fog
I lost you in the light tent I searched the broken streets
I lost you in the night tent I used to be him
He’s blinded but perfect I wish I were burnt
Ancient! Ancient!
Trout in the water

Red never slathered
Man in the field

I’ve blinded you And you’ve blinded me
W e’re blind hallelujahs I used to be him
And the baseball cap and the cooler I used to be
And the sun bum on the outside W e’re all staring baby
No one’s blinded right
No one’s blinded right

No one yet at least
At the entrance to night
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Sasquatch
He went riding one day in the canyons behind Spring Creek,
a place where old waters transformed the gold pastures
into a maze of pine trees and lakes. He passed the quiet
into the more quiet, rode until the sun casting on the peaks
left the canyons basking in shade, his horse glad to be
out of ear shot of sour men. As his mind joined her rhythm
she stopped—a stream studded with shrubs, like matted fur
growing on wet rocks, cut through a sandy draw. He chewed
twice on the hay sticking from his mouth, lost in the pause,
then spotted the sun on the ridge and decided to climb out
of the canyon, but she refused to cross the water, reared up
and backed. He searched for rattlesnakes, but did not hear
a warning tremble. He looked ahead for bears, knowing
that none are left on the prairie, and saw no sign
of their return. He breathed the moistening dusk deep
into his stomach, felt briefly wet fur on his arm, but saw only
his arm covered in sweat and dust. He swears still
that nothing and no one else was there, not even a cricket,
yet she refused, responding instead to a keener sense,
and those that know my father say he came home
with a beard on his sleeve and wildness in his eyes.
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When One Hair Turns Gold2
1. The Waterfall
Dear companion, have you been to
the ferry terminal lately?
Do you wait for the river’s current
to swiftly pass? Or have you cast yourself
to the taut cable suspended between us,
sure only that it will snap?
Have you ever just stood
and wondered at the other side?
Have you seen me at the terminal
staring down river,
dreaming of brackish waters?
I yearn for the current to cradle my veins,
for the cable to slice my palms,
the river rocks to break my bones.
I wonder at the other side.

2. The Mirror
This lazy puddle reflects the sky.
Clouds hang like languorous children
without the need for boredom.
Their pain is the no-pain of empty souls
wishing only for non-wishing they wish their deaths,
forget their souls, strangers of reflection
ensconced in dew.
Then too, the not-so-lazy clouds appear,
black, bellowing, and belligerent,
at ease in the violent breeze,
dodging form and calling with deep voices:
“Your mirror will bow and become a lake,
you will be buoyed.
White-caps will slap your thighs, and we
will electrify your sodden clothes.

The lake will boil and sweat!”
0 to sit! to die! ignorant of clouds,
their formless forms far and silent,
to ride electric waves in search of poetry
among the fibers of a digital world.

3. The Frozen Drunk
1 have never raged as I know I need to.
I can not speak without sounding weak.
These words I draw on my computer screen
dry and rudderless particles. So
self-important at this -lessless sight
I affix my eyes away from the moor,
turn all ghosts gray and faded, imagine
iron bars around my father, drywall between
the rain, breathe not once
but through the years
forcing myself to stay a body,
but today, reaching the sky of charred remains,
I remember the ones who came before—
The frozen lover, a solid block
until our thaw accelerates degeneration,
raises scents of putrid benefaction.
I am drunk on clarity.
I hug my decomposing comrade
as we are washed away,
ridiculed for the things we know
we cannot know.

4. The Beautiful Ridiculousness
Dear friends, I have lied to you.
There are no gods in here.
We must become what we fear—
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scourge o f angels and demons.
Give them
what we say they say
we have: imperfection.
We are not, they are the incomplete.
I now choose again
to cut my arm and bleed,
to cry at the pleasure I receive
and, therefore, fear.
You are my only love.
Our separation is the golden chalice.
Have you ever stood at the ferry, dearest?
I have for too long,
and though I know I will die,
that my hair will no longer blow so stoically,
I choose now to fall,
to release my grip
and dive into the roaring
between the banks of birth and hell.
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The Sidewalk and the Freight Train
The sidewalk is like a freight train.
The sidewalk is a freight train.
A man with white arms and coarse hairs lifts the freight train
and walks away.
The freight train stinks of sweat and diesel.
He stinks and flees.
A man with stench and fleas eats the sidewalk
and drives a freight train into my stomach.
The stomach voids.
The freight train belches and bears down.
A gold-plated man becomes a freight train on a sidewalk
and walks, brutishly, into the forest.
The forest stinks of methane and nitrogen.
The freight train sparkles in the damp armpit.
The gold man’s armpits stink.
A girl lights my pants.
A girl stinks of passenger train bathrooms,
of handicap stalls, of dining cars.
A girl with forests for armpits peaks out from the boxcar.
A girl in love with her elbow peaks out of a sidewalk crack.
The sidewalk is like a dog.

The sidewalk is a collision between a dog and a freight train.
The sidewalk smells of iron daffodils.
A man with green eyes eats flowers off the frying hot sidewalk.
A man with green eyes sees no freight train.
The freight train is like a sidewalk filled with iron daffodils.
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If you could be a tree...
I’d rather a leaf be.
So long as my tree was never a shrub.
Somewhere warm.
A weeping willow, of course.
A dead one.
Under Linden on the Rheine.
I once saw a single little tree growing in a lumber yard.
What’s a tree?
A 2nd grader’s drawing.
I’d like to live in one.
A noble oak and Gatsby.
The first tree to the moon.
A Joshua, or a picture.
A single parent.
I am a zoologist.
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Of history and politics
Bom through mud,
rising and ringing, slathered,
spraying dirt from the sky from our chest,
then
with spoonfuls of flesh served on silver and frozen,
brining the livers o f our neighbors we
breathe bile and bone,
bleached,
spitting,
our engine-faces swelling
Sit down you, sit down! Sit down boy!—
crab-apple, rotted leaf, gutter mouse,
from falcon to jay to earthworm buried alive
among potash and rat poison,
rendered,
with torches in our eyes,
burrs in our cheeks and swollen tongues,
1000 parsons dining on each other’s slurries,
for what, I ask,
for what
did we leave our naked bodies in myth?
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A Space Where I Die
When the fly arrives on her motorcycle
she glances at my crotch
with golden eyelids and onyx screws.
She cannot see me so well.
Before she starts in on her dinner
smoke bums my skin of many colors,
and I shudder, fall dizzy.
I am a galleria of pushpins.
I am rot and ash.
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Notes
1. “When One Hair Turns Gold” is the title of chapter 2 from Robert Bly’s Iron
John: A Book About Men (New York: Vintage Books, 1992). “A young man is
asked to descend into his own wounds, to climb up into the realm of “the twin,”
and to expand sideways into the consciousness that is in trees, water, animals, and
‘the ten thousand things’” (p. 55).
2. Ibid.
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Cancer
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Walking House
See the nervous bullfighter and walk
for he is ill within us. Walk away.
He follows our melting steel spines
into the arctic lake’s methane bubbles like breath
condensing on neck.
Please take
some time with him
see him piece together the roots
nourish the cracked tinder fungus.
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1986 Time Machine
With the head of a homeless crab he wrote
about schizophrenia and dysentery experiments
about childhood gestures in the African savannah
divested large ear lobes after the onset of visions
scattered failure to the intestines to produce glaucoma
inflamed insomnia antibodies
hypnotized lupus
osteoporosis
Fetal Alcohol Syndrome
trasfused pancytopenia
ID’ed leukemoid skull forms.

for neutropenia
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Orthomolecular Nutrition at the Zoo
The hermit’s cows are more interested in nutrition
than the staff treating patients,
balancing ozone,
graduating hostilities.
Zoos have moved far
from the days of snickers and popcorn
(e.g., he watched the ducks beg for steak sandwiches),
to proffer remarkable bread, offer
flies relative luxury.
He ate zeroxed revolutions, orangutan studies, caged drugs,
sick children, fish enzymes.
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Immunity Roast
12 acres of oregano with chemical resistant aphids
1 teaspoon of pure nicotine
4 tablespoons of gunpowder tea beat into 1 cup of milk
60 organic grapes dried on a fertilized lawn
1 lawnmower
1 bag of leftover turkey bones smoked on the lawnmower
15 ml in a syringe pulled from my father’s largest lymph node
18 eggs from the neighbor’s chickens
2 bowls of yellow curry
13 sesame balls
6 beignets
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A Hematologists’ Conference
20,000 Hematologists in New Orleans spent
their mornings with little more than cold weather
waiting for heavy water studies in jail cells
for investigators to be at risk of the cellular
pathways applied so far to monoclonal blood.
In minimal clinic chic they enlarged true symptoms
normalized the frontline of fludarabine allowed
Germany to report a complete call back.
The advantage was too young. Cancer is not
Leukemia? Cross-dressing is not addiction?
Progesterone is not a long-term study?
There was a mob plus 39 months
a mythical monster named CAL consolidating
induction therapies for an unfortunately high
toxicity during German Phase 2’s abnormal
chromosomes. As for Azerra (ofatumumab),
did my father have bully lymph nodes?
bald brackish nodules? We have higher
concentrations of drugs. Revlimed continues
to clear activity from multiple syndicates.
A tolerant response rate with relapsed mirrors
gives just the right flare to his glands
matures as if compared to the family steak
seven sights dissolved in one enzyme (PI 3-kinase)
and oral sex. The rest was filled with steady
stages rather than treating everyone
with information with more information
with more information to find the right more.
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Summer Medical Institute
Please fill out the orientation questionnaire
take a tour o f medicine of American Indian film
pathology and anatomy
physiology and diabetes travel
learn to diagnose gross library movements
videotape chemistry papers
test ethnobotany stereotypes
immunize nerves and dual disability videos
write up the peripheral labs
after an introduction to words
practice the thorax
tape special senses on holiday
beyond AIDS and differential diagnosis
balance abdomen and pelvis
pose ethical equations for historical oppression
organize minorities in the lecture
on head and neck connection
take the organic suicide quiz
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Fritz Zorn
You say you got cancer because your parents were clean and rich.
You say you deserve every tack named inside you because
the mountain lake by which you grew up is clean,
the cobble stones beneath your tennis shoes are clean,
the yellow stains behind your bedroom dresser are clean.
What about the hairy back you now show off?
What about your sister’s frayed red hair ties?
I went to lunch with my dead father today, saw
rows of starched shirts bleed together in a rainbow mush.
Was your father a banker, a government official, a candy maker, a drug retailer?
Your father never took me sailing on the clean lake.
You say you deserve your name—Anger—
gave yourself that name
when you stepped out of the anxious tribe,
the sterilized mausoleum, and
into the dirty hospital
into the sweaty morgue
into roaring theater applause.
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Fritz Dances with Ulrike
He convulses in front o f six urinals,
undulates in a white leotard,
dances the stage splattered with white paint
dripped from his neck.
The red-draped mistress strikes
each of her giant balloons with needles,
smothers their fragments—blue, gold, pink—
on her bosom, leaves
her hair over the scaffolding. Without
a briefcase his shaved head looks sad
and transformed,
a middle-aged bald fat man
soaring in front of white pissers.
A red stone lies in the fourth bowl.
Scent of black cherry
reaches to the highest balcony. His foot
arches down, toes kick in praise of cleanliness.
He grabs an empty goddess statue
hurls her to the audience,
porcelain floats down like snow onto gray heads
and he sobs in the spraying cherub fountain,
paint pouring from his neck.
The red lady plays the gun and black bandana
with the care of a mother cleaning up broken toys.
I approach from stage left, take
the red stone
to Fritz.
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The theater goes silent, and he
stands alone in his pool.
The red fraction clatters out a story
on an electric typewriter.
He drops the stone at her feet and reaches
for Swiss meadows.
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Confirming an aggressive course
Nine veterans from Minneapolis were identical as defined by the primitive pleomorphic
army.
We followed them to the blast-site 47 months before the serial counting
of immature nucleoli began.
The bizarre and prominent ants stained with green paraffin flames
were stable pretransformation.
One received mustard. Seven were documented.
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Richter’s Syndrome
Why the argument over barbarians?
Upon his spleen.
Their primitive religion marks the forest floor
with almond-wide nucleoli.
Tired and your cells
hold telephone calls with the resistance,
but why resist, when
Barbarians cannot deliver me?
Please, lift his snowy legs,
dazzle the primitive, weak-walled.
My diamond veins
slice through dreams.
Why now unrest?
The barbarians invaded Egypt.
El Duce marches through your bones.
I wear many skins, many
have arrived from the northern borders
thundering.
What shall become o f us?
I open the ocean.
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Love Poem for my father’s oncologist
I.

There’s no way for you to know how much I love the name Alice.
Your beard sparkles, the same speckled red of my high school swimming coach’s.
Though my teeth are straight, yours are whiter by far.
The front half of your forehead reminds me of my father.
When I was 141 could out-wrestle alligators, so long as I was in a swimming pool. Not
even the gray wizard could stop me from losing weight.
For my wedding my father gave me a tie just like yours, but the tie he gave me was navy
and navy green. I wore it instead of the tie my wife picked out.
20 years ago my house burned down and I wanted to paint my room night-red, greenblack, or deep ocean blue.
I just want to give you a hug and tell you thank you.
In college my best friend drove an old Volvo she inherited from her father.

II.
Two minutes before I met you I heard a woman curse her cancer.
Later that evening dark clouds gathered over the hospital just like from the movie
Something Wicked This Way Comes—I wonder if her curse worked.

III.
When my college biology class took a field trip to the Denver Museum of Natural
History I manipulated the car pool lottery so that I would ride with Alice.
What did I do with that portrait of you?
Your lab coat reminds me of dissecting a cow’s lung but cleaner.
It’s best we never made it to Pebble Beach. I have a nasty cut to my swing.
When I met you, the only time, we talked about wine from Australia.
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Alice and I had planned on moving to Australia after college.
After driving to and from Denver together we fell in love with the difference between her
sedan and my wagon.
Does your Alice like your accent?

IV.
In the right job I can take sea-kayaking vacations every couple of months.
I grew up swimming in the great lakes all day long. I would even chase pike under giant
boulders.
As a research assistant in graduate school I studied the quality of life of mental health
patients.
Alice took good care of us. She was gentle and thorough with his lymph nodes.
My research mentor never took me sea-kayaking, but he had a red beard.
The water temperature at my family’s cabin on Lake Huron is around 65 degrees.
You filled our heads with golf and wine.

V.
You never visited my hotel room. I could just as well have put up a bunk bed in your
office. I would even let you have the top.
When I was 171 fell in love with a broad shouldered Dutch woman.
At 18 I gained a reputation for being a reckless party-goer despite never going to parties.
During my 19th year I learned to balance marijuana with studying.
Shortly after turning 2 0 1 met Alice.
For Christmas this year I ordered a teddy bear in your likeness.

VI.
I model my poems after your articles on Chronic Lymphocytic Leukemia.
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You must have been a smash in New Orleans.
When I won a dinner for two in my Introduction to Psychology lab I took Alice’s best
friend to an Italian restaurant then walked her to the bank. We were not old enough to
order wine.
After Australia fell through I went to France.
Will you share an earthy burgundy with me? Allow me to spill it down the front of your
coat.
If we go for a walk to the art galleries, will you promise not to step on my ankle?
When Alice came into the exam room she told my father he looked like shit.

VII.
Thank you for encouraging us to drink wine after the Rituxan.
Thank you for taking phone calls from my brother.
Thank you for talking about golf courses around the world with my dad.
Thank you for keeping his secret.
I love you, and Alice.
I love you for the way Alice washed her hands before pressing on my dad’s neck.
I love you for pressing on his neck too.
I love you for your pocket protector because thereis no use in a white lab coat with wine
stains.
I love you for believing we could.
I love you for making it about all of us no matter how much we couldn’t.

VIII.
Cover me. Drape me. Liver me. Receive my bandana. Collide. Glue me. Dent me. Sprout.
Breathe. Shroud. Play ball. Rent me. Seek me.
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Go. Walk. Go.

IX.
My father looked forward to Rehkuchen for his birthday, Stollen on Christmas.
When I was 22 I lived in Germany. I went to Vienna. I did not eat Sachertorte, which is
just fine. I visited all the museums. We didn’t meet until long after I gave up living
abroad.
Your beard must be downy soft, like your eye lashes.
What is your favorite desert?

X.
If I look you up online will you help me finish writing this book?

XI.
Give me my bandana back. I can use it for tying off my arm.
Walrus. Horse. Pie. Current me. Bum me. Make the bandana lie on my blood.

XII.
My father was bom on Friday, September 13, 1940, the same day Mussolini invaded
Egypt.
If you make it to Alaska, make sure to bring Alice with you.
My friend from college lives in Texas too you know.
I never called, though you wrote your phone number and email on a sticky note for me.
Maybe I could give her your number, and you could have coffee some day. She would
get a kick out of the red-gray afro circling your bald head.
I can still stay in the cold water for hours, but the fish are all gone.
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Ash
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From Desert to Sand
A beggar stream
breaks
from our eyes
onto hard-cracked
desert—
turns
sand to mud,
mud to grain—
becomes
more
than a meal of tears.
As you, o f me,
belief
in white robes
of priests and scientists
lays fist
on the plain,
spreads open
the palm, sings
water to the valley,
salt-heavy,
churned.
Lucidity and thirst
pulls
its self
from itself.
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Turtle Bridge
Dad, you grew a few fine whiskers, but never a beard like the cattails riding the shallow
curvatures of water down at Turtle Bridge.
You say facial hair itches too much, drive over Minichaduza Creek after dusting down
the bluff into the creek’s vagina between grass-sea and Sand Hills.
On hot days we stop and dip our little compilations of skin, bone, blood, hair, into the
eddy downstream of the culvert.
For my 5th birthday you got me a red bicycle with a banana seat.
Hair still doesn’t grow on my face. If I were the Minichaduza, turtles wouldn’t have wet
and muddy banks lined with cattails, the valley wouldn’t ask us to search for snappers
before scratching and soothing my sanded face.
You drove off the road there once, landed in the creek, no one got hurt,
but I feel your truck sticking out of my cheek, swelling and discoloring like your legs
protruding from hospital sheets, failing to move from the shaven banks.
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Another Sound in a Jar
From noble American emptiness into
waterless winter weeks
I have gone and come and am still.
Devouring novels in a room without light—
a girl hit by a bus, “Patpong did not blink,”
a shower of reds, white, blacks.
We do not invent alone.
An arm contorts, whipped up,
remains
to carbonate.
Dry snow clings to my slippers.
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Pictures
A man in a red robe bends
by a lake to fill cupped hands
and drink from the white mirror;
a salmon egg and slate butterfly
slices through the foreground.
No matter the expanse
on which I meditate,
I cannot shed your pale shoulders.
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Brothers
With hair spun from straw
they pour salt towers
stomp the fines out
of Johnny Walker Blue
build cairns beneath
their childhood tree house
watch loons fighting
pike for small-mouth bass.
At times after the bum
on his head sinks in
I wonder what happens
when mud dries.
With a tape recorder
they assemble steps
down from the last
white stone
wake dehydrated
without hands to yell at
wait for rain to seep
into the cedar box
turn over and over
and over.
turn over and over
and over.
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From Rosebud to Niagara
In ankle deep grass skin
undulates to the sun
and wind and little boys
chase flies into peepholes
teenage girls run with bent
aluminum ladles dented
Mother Marys pursuing
hair before it falls
under leather toes.
That boy sure moves sure
eats grows knees kneads
foot prints between
the insect songs and
soccer games builds forts
from scrap wood
rattles and dirt berms
lies powdered bones
across three continents.
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Poet’s Rotary
He has hands that chafe and grow up callousless
hair that strums discordant baritones eyes
smeared with ink with manicuring scissors
writes out a hermit’s song on snake skin
plans to listen to the ululations from the attic sauna
to record the man who massed files on plasma parasites
to sink into horse’s hair and rusted springs
to lift a house onto cinder blocks lick away
all allergens on the feral kitten’s ears was prepared
to read aloud from G. M. Hopkins’ collected works
in trade for sasquatch stories and drug trials
in the time of oceans pouring from pajamas
has an Iowa song in need o f editing
a progressive hermeneutic only opened
by clumsy farmer hands hands that reach
to the king of silver needles flying to the ground.
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From an Article a Belly a Box
The boy will find 40 banker boxes
the tributary irrigating buffalo
will stampede will piss will hug
a diamondback curled around
twenty ponderosa pine
will wait for the beardless hermit
to pull him from the whirlpool
with a belly like a bird house
singing to ghost hawks in overalls
filling rapids to drag me home. I sit
on manure like a choirboy
chewing bubble gum sucking beer
through rainbow straws.
The boy will hang Hawaiian shirts
and inner tubes in your memory
on every post of the herd’s electric fence
will read the classified from a boarding school
of a missing child and a patient teacher
of a family that cannot shudder
will take a phone call from the ICU nurse
who authenticated a 1986 article
on how to die in 2010.
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Reorientation
It’s just like me to get lost in the woods. Have you ever tried licking your finger?
Raising it to wind? Divining for water? Following clouds
as they skirt the edge of atmosphere? I don’t remember when the earth lay flat,
you could reach her end without need to fast, apples and cherries lined each route.
How did you find me sitting on rock, surrounded by moss-dripping trees, drawing
reorientation spells on the forest’s floor, figuring that if I turned myself around
on my own some unstable being would be willing to tune me up again? I would be
happy to show you the way to the supermarkets, rows of cabbage, stacks
of candied fruit, but you are no longer around to take me to abandoned cherry orchards,
overgrown with dandelions. How can I possibly expect a log cabin
to conclude on your trail? What kind of trees offer branches for shade, trunks for stools,
bodies for walls? The cabin is full of leaks and must, there are more unstable beings.
I know no way to predict what will happen among the Douglas Fir and Hemlock,
which paths will lead to bracken, which to a further thousand years of ice,
which rains will fall on the canopy, where I will find water for my thirst. I am not
unwitting enough to discover again the empty grove that spoke in tongues
and wrapped our minds in satin sheets. Sometimes in that grove, in a raven circle, all
paths lie before you and you want nothing to do. You look up
from your bed of ferns to smell salt air, the leaves have gone, you are surrounded now
by ocean, that’s good, I think. The wind circulates, your chest becomes a sail,
you begin to merge with the raven croaks and warbles, the distant flutes of seagulls
spotting meat. I pray to you, be bom again, with one question—which river?
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Granite
When I vanish I will return
to the acres we left—
on the southern barbed-wire fence
quarried markers stand,
many askew, implying, “I am
as you are, grass
grown larger than the rest.
You cannot miss the transition
from prairie to sand hills.”
There used to be more
of them, I saw then
how they couldn’t have
cared less how to be
up between.
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Tea
Drink dark black mornings, light black afternoons, green evenings, and red berry nights.
When I was younger astringency was my platonic ideal. My breakfast mix: 2 parts
Assam, 1 part Darjeeling.
You enjoyed my blends, but behind tested taste buds preferred malty, molasses-like
mingled with milk, pure Assam, while I held out for fragrant highland flowers,
Darjeeling, as fulfillment of aroma and flavor.
We would sit before allowing the day to begin and pour.
You were my mentor, yet I dissented to display the delicate yellow where you would
choose the bawdy brown.
In the end, your German candies crackling in my cup, I crave your malt. Your books are
my coasters.
I often turn to the pages of tea to remember one lesson: our tea palates perceive
atmospheric alterations.
Today, no Darjeelings dampen my cupboard.
My tastes, tempered with time, moisten for malt, often with honey, and you are surely
somewhere drinking tea in torrents.
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Color Bomb
Your granddaughter wears a trippy pink with techno-flowers in greens and purples and
yellows whenever we take her to play in the snow
and today to celebrate the arrival of spring we played in the snow on a hill to bring out
the 3-year-old daredevil princess to sled in a techno-funk snowsuit on a surface so icy we
cannot stand without slipping then sliding down on our asses and giggling
with her on our chests as we flame the color deprived hill
in the spring in the middle of winter and still cold and still winter in the middle of spring
more than a month before sledding is hung up before spring in the middle with her on the
front on the sled grinning but not screaming as we plunge across ice with a little snow
and bounce across bumps and slide twice as far on the flats as we do in the middle of
winter or in the middle of fall all in the middle of sledding season
when in nylon we slide twice as far as we plunge and bounce and flame and streak twice
as normal as normal for a place where the middle of spring is the middle of winter
where a 3-year-old daredevil wild-child color-streaks a colorblind slope so steep we
cannot stand
and we slide down on nylon asses on ice after a mini-thaw after spring teases then chills
us in the middle of winter with a breeze and 20 degrees
a spring propelling us and propelling into a 3-year-old color bomb

The Sun is Yellow
“The Sun is yellow and the pink helps it come up,”
she says from an imagined pickup truck seat.
I saw orange sherbet doughnuts
turn into golden eggs dropped throughout the sky.
I hear secrets meant for you, grandpa.
“The sun is yellow...”
“I’ve got an idea...”
“I’ll fill up my bank...”
“I know what the sunrise is...”
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Gathering Keepsakes
With a box of herbs picked from the rocks
she waits
sets on a windowsill
her cheek and glass pallet
covers canvas with arrow heads
fetched from fossilized corral
flips with yellow fingers
through the graphologer’s night-terror
adds water to postcards
from farm to magic mountain
presses tissue
to graphite.
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